Somatosensory system

Sensory systems
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• sensory systems inform CNS about the external
(exteroceptors) and about the internal
(interoceptors) environment
• a special group is formed by the proprioceptors,
informing about the position of the body and the
body parts
• within exteroceptors we can distinguish between
telereceptors (vision, audition, olfaction) and
contact receptors (taste [gustation], touch) –
interoceptors are also contact receptors
• the role of tele- and contact receptors also
differ in the regulation of behavior (preparative
and consummatory stage)
• sensory systems react specifically to a given
modality, type of energy – adequate stimulus
• receptors can be characterized as chemo-,
mechano-, thermo-, or photoreceptors
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Common characteristics I.
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• receptors transform energy fitting their
modality to receptor potential; graded signal
• connection with the CNS is either direct or
indirect
– process of the primary sensory neuron (cell body at
the periphery) detects stimulus and transmits to CNS
– sensory neuron detects the stimulus and transmits it
to the process of the primary sensory neuron directly
(secondary sensory neuron), or indirectly (tertiary
sensory neuron)

• stimulus is coded in the form of changes in
action potential firing rate – frequency code
• Weber-Fechner’s law

R = a * (S-T)b

lgR = b*lg(S-T) + c

- where T is threshold, S is stimulus, R is response

• b is usually < 1, but for thermoreceptors b = 1,
while for nociceptors b > 1
• threshold is the minimal stimulus that causes
firing rate change

Common characteristics II.
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• prolonged stimulus might cause adaptation:
– slow adaptation – sustained firing rate change in
response to prolonged stimulus
– fast adaptation – short response, then no effect

• sensory pathways reach primary sensory areas
in the cortex through several relays –
information processing at the relay stations
• all sensory pathways go through the thalamus
except for the olfactory pathway
• receptive field can be defined in most sensory
systems (but: proprioception) – effect can be
excitatory or inhibitory
• at higher levels of the sensory pathway,
receptive field gets more and more complex –
e.g. cortical columns in the primary visual
cortex react to light strips at a certain
orientation only
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Common characteristics III.
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• topographic projection – is a characteristic
feature for most sensory systems: receptors
with a certain spatial relationship project to
neurons, cortical areas that have similar
spatial relationship
• stimuli arriving through the sensory systems
might induce reflexes at the level of the
spinal cord, brain stem or cortex
• we can become conscious of incoming
information, it may be stored in the form of
memory and it can evoke emotional reactions
• the prerequisite to become aware of a
stimulus is perception for which intact primary
sensory areas are needed
• sensory function are under descending control:
e.g. muscles on the ossicles in the middle ear
(tensor tympani and stapedius)
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Classes of nerve fibers
diameter conduction
velocity
µm
(m/s)

new
name

old
name

Ia

Aα

12-20

70-120

muscle spindle receptor
motor neuron axon

Ib

Aα

12-20

70-120

tendon receptor

II

Aβ

5-12

30-70

skin mechanoreceptors
flower spray endings

III

Aγ, δ

2-5

12-30

temperature, pain
γ-motor neurons

3-15

vegetative preganglionic

0,5-2

temperature, pain
vegetativ postganglionic

B
IV

C

0,5-1

occurrence
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Receptor types
interoceptor

proprioceptor

cutaneous
receptors
(touch)

sinus caroticus

muscle spindle,
tendon organ
vestibular system

chemoreceptor

taste
gustation

glomus
caroticus

mechanoreceptor

audition

photoreceptor

vision

chemoreceptor

olfaction

modality exteroceptor
mechanoreceptor
contact
receptor

telereceptor

thermo-,
nociceptor

uterus, core
temperature

• the five (eight) senses are:
– cutaneous, gustatory, auditory, visual, olfactory +
– kinesthetic, vestibular, organic

Somatosensory system
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• collects information from the surface of the
skin and of the internal cavities, as well as
about the position of body parts
• we are aware of a part of this information touch
• kinesthetic and vestibular receptors will be
discussed separately, internal receptors will not
be treated
• the somatosensory system consists of two,
anatomically and physiologically separate parts:
– dorsal column – lemniscus medialis pathway: touch,
perceived proprioception
– anterolateral (spinothalamic) system: pain,
temperature, coarse touch

• in both systems, peripheral ending of the
primary sensory neuron (dorsal root ganglion)
detects stimulus
• nerve endings might be surrounded by special
structures helping the sensation
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Somatosensory receptors
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• most of the somatosensory receptors are
located in the skin – exteroceptors and
contact receptors
• they are mechano- and thermoreceptors,
or nociceptors
• others are found in muscles, tendons and
joints – their are proprioceptors
• vestibular system also belongs to
proprioceptors informing about the position
of the body in space
• most of the interoceptors in internal organs
are also somatosensory receptors – they
resemble cutaneous receptors
• interoceptors are not intensively
investigated – few data are available

Mechanoreceptors
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• mechanoreceptors are either located close to the
surface or in the subcutaneous tissue in the
glabrous (non-hairy) skin
• in hairy skin hair follicle receptors are found
(see vibrissae)
• for the proper tactile sensation skin and surface
should move on each other
• skin mechanoreceptors are supplied by Aβ fibers
• various types of mechanoreceptors exists
enabling the detailed analysis of stimuli
• receptors detect
–
–
–
–
–
–

stimulus intensity
stimulus duration
direction of stimulus movement
quality of the surface
dryness or wetness of the surface
flutter or vibration of the stimulus
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Cutaneous mechanoreceptors

name

skin type

locations

adaptation receptive field

Pacinian
corpuscles

subcutaneous
tissue

fast

large

Ruffini’s
corpuscles

subcutaneous
tissue

slow

large

Meissner’s
corpuscles

hairless

superficially

fast

small
(2-4 mm)

Merkel’s
corpuscles

hairless

superficially

slow

small
(2-4 mm)

hair follicle
receptor

hairy

in hair
follicle

fast

Thermoreceptors
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• there are two types of thermoreceptors in
the skin:
– cold (end-bulb of Krause)
• sensitivity: 10°-40°, peak: 23°-28°
• below 10° insensitive as all other receptors – analgesic
effect of cold (soccer)
• above 45° they are excited again – paradox cold feeling,
e.g. hot stone at the swimming pool
• it is supplied by Aδ fibers

– warm (Ruffini endings) receptors
• sensitivity: 30°-45°, peak: 38°-43°
• silent above 45°
• it is supplied by C fibers

• slow adaptation, normally they are
continuously active
• located close to the surface of the skin
(approx. 1 mm), influenced by skin
temperature and blood flow – flushing, alcohol
• neutral zone: 32°-33° without clothes
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Nociceptors I.
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• free nerve endings, but not all free endings are
nociceptors (lips, genitalia)
• two types exist:
– unimodal
• excited by mechanical or thermal stimuli
• supplied by Aδ fibers
• transmitter: glutamate

– polymodal
• excited by strong, noxious stimuli of different modalities
• supplied by C fibers
• transmitter: glutamate and SP or CGRP

• polymodal receptors and sensitized unimodal
receptors can be activated by:
–
–
–
–

K+ ions from damaged cells
serotonin from platelets
histamine from mast cells
bradykinin produced by proteolysis from globulins

• sensitization can be caused by:
– eicosanoids (prostaglandins, leukotrienes) – aspirin
inhibits synthesis: inhibition of inflammation and pain
– SP and CGRP – axon reflex – dilatation of vessels

Nociceptors II.
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• fast, sharp, prickling pain through Aδ fibers –
easily localized
• slow, aching, throbbing, burning through C fibers
– poorly localized
• weak adaptation, sustained stimulation causes
sensitization, hyperalgesia
• small diameter fibers are more sensitive to local
anesthetics – touch preserved (dentist, surgery)
• some organs have no nociceptors – the brain
surgery can be carried out in local anesthesia –
mapping of sensory and motor areas
• nociceptors in skeletal and heart muscle are
sensitive to low oxygen tension – angina pectoris,
punishment in school
• internal nociceptors are not well known, but
distension of lumens, spasm in smooth muscle
painful
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Somatosensory pathways
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• the mammalian embryo becomes segmented
during embryological development
• each body segment is called a somite
• parts of the somite are destined to form skin
(dermatome), muscle (myotome), or vertebrae
(sclerotome)
• these parts are innervated by the same spinal
cord segment (or cranial nerve) in adults
• viscera are also supplied by particular spinal
cord segments or cranial nerves
• dermatomes receive its densest innervation from
the corresponding segment, but it is also
supplied by adjacent segments
• transection or anesthesia of several successive
dorsal roots is needed to achieve sensory loss in
the dermatome

Distribution of dermatomes
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Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 8-6
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Dorsal column pathway I.
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• starts with Aβ fibers carrying tactile and
proprioceptive information
• fibers entering through the dorsal root (cell
body in the spinal ganglion) give off collaterals
• one branch ascends in the ipsilateral dorsal
column of the spinal cord, another branch forms
synapses locally
• fibers from the lower extremity and the lower
trunk ascend in the fasciculus gracilis, from the
upper extremities and upper trunk in the
fasciculus cuneatus
• axons terminate in similarly named nuclei in the
medulla
• from here: lemniscus medialis – to the contralateral thalamus (VPL-VPM)
• second-order fibers from n. trigeminus join
• from the thalamus radiation to the primary
somatosensory area (SI)

Somatosensory pathways
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Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 8-8
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Dorsal column pathway II.

• transmission of activity is highly efficient –
one AP in the primary fiber is able to
evoke an AP in the secondary neuron
• topography (somatotopy) is preserved in all
projections and at every level
• efferents from higher levels are able to
inhibit transmission at lower levels – distal
inhibition
• in other sensory systems, but not in the
somatosensory, inhibition can reach the
receptors
• lateral inhibition is also characteristic – it
increases contrast by inhibiting neurons
around the excited one; it is also present in
other sensory systems

Lateral inhibition stimulus
A

feedforward
inhibition

receptive dorsal root
ganglion
fields

B
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dorsal column
nucleus

relay cell

divergency

toward
thalamus

feedback
inhibition
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Somatosensory cortex I.
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• from the thalamus fibers radiate to the primary
somatosensory cortex (SI) in the parietal lobe
• it is located caudally to the sulcus centralis on
the gyrus postcentralis (Br3a, Br3b, Br2, Br1)
• the secondary somatosensory area (SII) is
located laterally; input from the SI
• behind SI, posterior parietal cortex (Br5, Br7)
also has somatosensory function, but receives
visual input as well
• body surface is mapped on the somatosensory
cortex - somatotopy – homunculus
• mapping were carried with evoked potential and
direct brain stimulation during brain surgery
• homunculus is distorted as representation of
body parts is proportional to receptor density
and not to surface area – in humans the face,
hand, in rat, rabbit and cat mouse and vibrissa
is large

Somatosensory cortex II.
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• SI spreads to 4 Brodman area – all show
somatotopy and different submodalities
dominate on them
–
–
–
–

Br3a: muscle spindle
Br3b: cutaneous receptors
Br2: deep pressure receptors
Br1: fast adapting superficial receptors

• representation on SII also follows somatotopy
• the functional unit in the somatosensory cortex
is the cortical columns – thalamic input arrives
to layer 4, output from layers 2-3 and 5-6
• every column analyses information from a
particular receptor type (e.g. input from
receptor with fast or slow adaptation)
• Br1, but even more Br2 area receives
information from Br3a and Br3b – analysis of
complex stimuli (e.g. movement) – output to
motor cortex
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Anterolateral system I.
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• anterolateral (spinothalamic) system carries
temperature and pain information
• pain is difficult to define, many subjective
components – it starts from high threshold
nociceptors
• first synapse: dorsal horn of the spinal cord
• C-fibers entering through the dorsal root
terminate in laminae I and II (substantia
gelatinosa Rolandi), Aδ fibers deeper too
• direct or indirect connection with the
projection neurons from which the ascending
pathway originates
• some of the projection neurons have input from
low threshold receptors as well
• fibers from nociceptors in viscera terminate
also here – referred pain

Anterolateral system II.
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• most axons of the projection neurons cross the
midline – contralateral anterolateral pathway
• nociceptive pathways terminate in different
targets:
– paleospinothalamic pathway runs to thalamic
intralaminar nuclei – poor localization, arousing
effect, affective and vegetative responses
– neospinothalamic pathway runs to specific (relay)
nuclei of the thalamus – bilateral, localization is
precise
– spinoreticular pathway reaches thalamus terminating
in the reticular formation – the most ancient
– spinomesencephalic terminates in the PAG and in
other midbrain structures – hypothalamus – limbic
system

• pathways give off collaterals to the structures
of the arousal system
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Endogenous analgesia system I.
• ascending nociceptive information is under strong
descending control
• NA and 5-HT pathways from the PAG descend
to the spinal cord – endogenous analgesia system
• the fibers terminate on opioid neurons, which
pre-, and postsynaptically inhibit excitation of
projection neurons in the anterolateral system
• neurons of the analgesia system are inhibited by
GABAergic interneurons, which in turn are under
inhibition from opioid cells
• thus opioids disinhibit analgesia system in the
midbrain and act directly in the spinal cord
• opium – a mixture of alkaloids obtained from the
latex of immature seed pods of opium poppies
• the most important alkaloid is morphine (16%) a
highly-potent analgesic drug
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Analgesia system
periaqueductal
gray

GABA
neuron

medulla

anterolateral
pathway

spinal cord

opioid
neuron

nociceptive
afferent
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Endogenous analgesia system II.
• morphine has µ-, δ-, and κ-receptors
• following this lead endogenous ligands were
found: enkephalins, endorphins, dynorphins
• opioids are present in every analgesic pathway
and the receptors postsynaptically
• analgesia under stress (sport injuries) is caused
by the overproduction of proopiomelanocortin
leading to increased endorphin-enkephalin levels
• nociceptors induce polysynaptic flexor withdrawal
reflex it can be inhibited – see blood testing
• pain from viscera can also trigger the reflex –
referred pain – diagnostic value
• subconscious noxious stimuli are able to cause
reaction – movements during sleep
• vegetative reflexes: sympathetic excitation,
blood pressure increase – deep pain (bone,
testis) might lead to decrease – fainting
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Specialties of pain sensation
• central pain: damage in the ascending or
descending pathways can be the cause – tabes
dorsalis, phantom pain in amputated extremities,
etc.
• congenital insensitivity to pain is a very severe
disorder – injuries are not felt, e.g. in the oral
cavity or to the cornea – early death is related
to disorders in organs of movement
• pain can be relieved by stroking the aching body
part – gate control theory – it was not confirmed
experimentally in its original form, but partially
should be true
• itching is related to pain, it is transmitted
through C fibers, but it causes scratching
• itching can be induced by chemical substances
(e.g. histamine, proteolytic enzymes), mechanism
is not known
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Transmission of sensations

Alberts et al.: Molecular biology of the cell, Garland Inc., N.Y., London 1989, Fig. 19-44.

Somatosensory cortical areas

posterior
parietal cortex

Fonyó: Orvosi Élettan, Medicina, Budapest, 1997, Fig. 37-3.
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Somatotopy in SI

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 8-11

Homunculus figures

Eckert: Animal Physiology, W.H.Freeman and Co., N.Y.,2002, Fig. 8-15.
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Descending control of pain

Berne and Levy, Mosby Year Book Inc, 1993, Fig. 8-14
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